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ABSTRACT 

The growth kinetics of a plates and rods in B-brass have been 

calculated using a local equilibrium model~ These are in good agreement 
. e 

with pubJished experimnntai data~ Along with thisp quantitative micro-

analysis of deep etched specimens ts cited in support of the proposed 

diffusional mechanism for their formation. 

The model was also employed to calculated the growth rates of 

upper bainitic rods in the Fe~C-Nisystem at 400° C. A "phase diagram" 

was constructed in order to supply the effective supersaturations required 

by the local equilibrium model$ Lengthening rates were also calculated using 

a paraequilibrtum Interface condition. The experimental data were correctly 

predicted assuming the former case but failed at the "phase" boundary. 

It seems that a solute drag might well operate in this system. These results 

have provided some further indication of the part alloying elements play 

in the formation of the microstructural constituents of steel. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In 1930 Davenport and Bain(l) succeeded in producing, 

by isothermal treatments, a structure Intermediate between the 

•ttb t t•t t of steel and martensite(Flg. 4 > .• equ1 r urn cons 1 uen s This 

'bainite' consists of an aggregate of acicular ferrite and carbides. 

Its' morphology changes progressively with the transformation temp-

erature in that the size and distribution of the particles and the 

acicularity of the structure increase as the temperature decreases~ 

The reaction is unusual in that It exhibits features common to both 

diffusion-control led and martensitic transformations. Analogous 

only substitutional components< 2>. 

The co~plexity of the microstructural, kinetic, and surface 

relief features has made it difficult to decide on the reaction mechanism 

or the specific processes controlling the reaction rate. Recently 
(3) 

Aaronson has outlined these approaches toward the description of the 

formation while discussing their mutual incompatability: 

(a) The microstructural definition -a eutectoid reaction in which the 

product is formed by the precipitation of a non-lamellar dispersion of 

carbides in association with pro-eutectoid ferrite. 

(b) The kinetic definition -the bainite reaction has Its own C-curve 

lying below that of pearlite(Flg. S). This becomes more evident during 

the presence of alloying elements. It forms when supersaturated ferrite 
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grows under diffusional rate control followed by carbide precipitation. 

(c) The surface relief definition- this presumes a martensitlc 

interface motion that Is controlled by the diffusion of interstitial 

carbon; which behaves- independently during the shearing of the Iron 

matrix. The result is a compositional change. 

Some of the confusion associated with bainite formation lies 

in the fact that the bainitlc transformation can be divided fnto two 

parts according to the microstructural aspects of the product. As the 

temperature of the system is lowered below the pearlite nose and the 

free energy change driving the f.c.c. to b.c.c. structure increases, 

ferrite plays an increasingly predominant part in the transformation. 

The pro-eutectoid ferrite ?nd ferrite + cementite curves in the TTT 

diagram run together and the transformation is nucleated by the formation 

of Wldmanstatten plates of ferrite. Only the acicular ferrite can 

grow at appreciable rates owing to the slow diffusion of carbon. Since 

the plates reject carbon as they grow, the austenite left behind them 

Is enriched In carbon. As a result, carbides nucleate and grow in the 

regions parallel to the plates. The final structure is referred to as 

upper bainite. As the temperature is decreased, the plates become 

finer and show up as only a feathery constituent in optical micrographs. 

At still lower temperatures, the plates form separately and in a variety 

of wei 1-defined crystallographic directions. In thess plates, carbides 

form within the ferrite matrix at an angle to the growth axis. This 

structure Is referred to as lower bainite. 
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Isothermal growth rates of upper bainite ln plain·carbon 

steels conform approximately to a volume-diffusion-control model using 

the best available diffusion data and extrapolated phase equil ibria(4) o 

However, Hehemann( 2) claims that the observed retardation effects of 

alloying elements cannot be explained using this approach. Hence he 

argues that the bainite initially inherits the full carbon content of 

the austenite and rejects it as time goes one Kinsman, however, has 

demonstrated by mtcroprobe analysis that balnitic ferrite has a low 

carbon content< 5>. 

In order to analyse the observed kinetics, this investigation 

will use a refined local equilibrium model to calculate the lengthening 

of a bainitic plate in the Fe-C-Ni system at 400° C. Phase equilibria 

wil I be obtained from a theoretical calculation of the lron=rich corner 

of the ternary field. The solution to the growth rate of a parabaiold of 

revolution wil I include the effects of non-ideality involved in the 

alloy element interaction parameters .. 

In order to study the applicability of a growth model to 

ternary systems, it is often convenient to choose a binary system 

exhibiting the same type of crystallography and morphology& The B 

to a brass transformation occurs isothermally as both rod and plate 

shaped products at temperatures considerably above the subzero M
5 

temperature. The rods have ·a general Widmantatten nature while the 

plates are considered "bainitic" (but note the prior restrictions about 

the definition of bainites). 
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Although both exhibit C-curve kinetics, the published crystallography, 

mlcrocompositional, and kinetic data are contradictory in the case of 
(6) . . (7) 

the plates. These are internally faulted and possess midrtbs • 

The predominant viewpoint is that no long-range diffusion is involved 

In their growth(B, 9• lS). This was supported by the microprobe work 

of Flewitt and TownerCB>, and by the lengthening rate measurements of 

Repas and Hehemann~ 9 ) which were thought to be much in excess of that 

required for volume diffusion control~ These results led to a proposal 

for a shearing mechanism as the rate controlling factor in their formation. 

This investigation aims to re-interpret their experimental results 

using the model described in the above which exists as a result of 

Trevedi's kinetic calculations(lO). Along with this, a new deep-etching 

technique wil I be used to isolate the~ plate tip and allow quantitative 

microprobe analysis without Interference from the surrounding matrix. 

These results wil I be used in support of a diffusionally regulated mechanism 

for the lengthening rate of the a plates in this transformation. The 

ternary system will then be treated as a special case of the binary solution. 

From a comparison of the experimental results with various ternary 

equtltbrta, it is hoped that new insight may be gained Into the role 

of alloying elements in steels. 



PART I 

The Copper~Zinc System 

I Introduction 

A portion of the.copper-zlnc binary phase diagram Is shown 

in F t gure 1 • On coo I i ng 1 DO% a a I I oys of rough I y 40=45% Zn there is 

a precipitat6on similar to that of ferrite from austenitee A study of 

the orientation relationship between the b.c.co B Matrix and the f.c.c 

a precipitate indicates that the close packed planes and directions of 

the two phases are approximately parallel. Also, the morphology of the 

1n the Fe-C systeme However, this is a substitutional rather than an 

Interstitial solution system. As wei I, there is an order~disorder 

transition at 450° C which has a pronouncedthermodynamic effect on the 

transformation kinetics .. 0 Within the temperature range 500-200 C, the 

needle-to-plate transition occurs. There have been observations of both 

(7) (11) 
Internally as wei I as surface nucleated needles and plates. But 

the true shape of the bulk precipitates can be unambiguously determined 

from studies of surface formations because of the markedly different 

conditions for growth involved. 

The crystallography of the transformation (both plate and needle 

. ( 12) like) has been established in a number of investtgatlons • The 

needles exhibit approximately a Kurdjumov-Sachs orientation relationship; 

5 
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(011)B //to (111)af compatable with their Wldmanstatten 
b~c.c. .c.c. . 

nature. These have the equilibrium f.c.c. structure. There is a 

shape change revealed by interferometry but there is no detectable 

• ( 11 ) 
displacement of previously introduced slip lines In general 

the rods exhibit a roof-gable relief and display habits which are 

variants of irrational directions near (111). Although these observations 

suggest a shearing mechanism for rod formation, vol·ume diffusion of 

Cu and Zn appears to be involved. The plates nucleate in clusters and 

often occur as V-pairs generally separated by an obtuse angle of 166°. 

However, a limited number of acute-angle pairs are also seen which is 

a c.haracteristic of the sub-zero martensite of this system. Also closed 

loops consisting essentially of eighl seci"ions are observed. The habit 

plane is {2 11 12} near {0 11} or the four associated variants. This 

is also characterisic of the martensite, as is their invariant plane 

strain relief effect. The pair grows from a common {100}interface with 

markings due to Internal stacking faults on {110}
6 

planes or {111} foc.c. 

Flewitt and Towner{B) report this as a faulted f.c.c. structure while 

Warlimont( 13 ) claims it has the orthorhombic crystal structure of the 

martensite of the respective composition. 

The microprobe work of Flewitt and Towner98 ) shows the rods 

precipitating with nearly the composition given by the equilibrium phase 

diagram.Accordtng to the recent kinetic analysis of Purdy(l 4) it seems 

that their lengthening rates are diffusion controlled. 

(9) 
Heh~mann and Repas have presented exhaustive growth data over 

the whole alloy compositional and temperatu·rg range Including the needle-

to-plate transition region; the plates forming at higher supersaturations 
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and lower temperatures. Howeverf they could not justify the assumption 

of a diffusional growth mechanism using a Zener-Hll lert lengthening 

model coupled with·ideal thermodynamic solution behaviour. The plates 

grew several orders of magnitude too faste 

According to published microprobe work(S) the plates have 

a decidedly non-equilibrium composition which initially is that of the 

matrix. As growth proceeds, and the plates thicken, the compositlon·of 

the plate isreported to change and the adjacent matrix becomes progressively 

enriched in solute. This is also associated with the apparent annealing 

·out of the stacking fault substructure. Warlimont(S) suggests that there 

Is little or no composition change when the plates first form and proposed 

that the growth rate is limited by the rate at which zinc could segregate 

to the closely- spaced fautts.The driving force for the reaction is 

thought to be insuffi~ient without the lowering of the stacking fault 

energy by the presence of the zinc. During annealing, the zinc could be 

rejected from the metastable plate. (13) • Garwood explaans the approach 

to equilibrium via a surface rim through which zinc migrates from the 

interior of the plate. However, thts requires diffusion up a thermodynamic 

gradient. 

F~ewitt and Towner <a>, following Christlan(lG>, would have the 

slower diffusing (immobile) species providing the framework for the 

shape change while the zinc accomplishes all the diffusion necessary for 

the transformation to take place. This is hard to Imagine in a sub

stitutional solid solution. 

During prolonged annealing of the plates, the initially planar 
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. :·.; 
•' .. • 

~·'. :. 

Interfaces bow o.t':";··~,··:1rd into the matrixo This type of bulge could 

perhaps act as a nucleation site for secondary plates or even rods 

as the matrix becomes I ess supersaturated. Thus there t s the poss i b i I i ty 

of plates exhibiting sideways degeneration into bundles of pared lei 

rods. However, the growth rate of the original tip s~ould stll I 

correspond to that of the true plate. 

This account i ntend·s to show that a sheave of faceted need i es 

grown at these temperatures in cross-section may well appear as a plate 

which is beginning to degenerate into needles. Experimentally this 

· investigation is focussed on the relations between morphological change 

and composution change resulting in plate formation. Ultimately these 

observations while be used in support of a re-Interpretation of published 

lengthening rates. 

II THEORY 

For the diffusion control led migration rate of an Interface under 

the condition of local chemical equilibrium, the velocity is determine 

·in terms of the corrected diffusion coefficient (Deff) and the concentration 

gradient normal to the interface (V Cn) as: 

( 1) 

ce and ca are the equilibrium interface concentrations. 
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Zen~:;./.: :.'·<,;~tXJC!d that a growing plate or needle would reject 

solute over c_:~:.'-~;-~uc;:,Jn distance equal to its tip radius. Appl tcation 
. ·._ .. · 

. -
of the above .;: .. '~· 6n gives the tip velocity as: 

~ . •·· 

oa 
r 

c - c a o 
c - c a a 

rc 
(1 - -) 

r 
(2) 

Here the last term accounts for the effect of capil.larity; a reduction 

of solute concentration at the tips of more sharply pointed preclpitatesc 

When r = r , the critical radius for nucleation, the diffusion gradient c 

vanishes and v = 0. There is a multiplicity of solutions for this equation 

satisfying various values of r. Further refinements have not removed 

this indeterminancy but lead to a solution applicable to the isothermal 

( 1 0) 
growth of needles : 

v r 
Sl

0 
=lwpe~xpi<P> [1 + v 0

0 
R1 (p) + ~ 0

0 
R

2
Cp) ] (3) 

c 

or plates 

~. r 
Sl

0 
= f1Tp eP erfc (/p)[(l+ "c 0

0 
Si (p) + rc n

0 
s

2 
(p)]C4) 

where 

n
0 

, the dimensionless supersaturation x
16

o x 16~ 
X1.B0 - X1a0 

p, the dimensionless velocity = vr/20 

"'c' the limiting velocity= p
0 

CC 6 - Ca) 

where~ , the kinetic coefficient depends on Interface orientation. 
0 
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R
1

Cp), R
2

Cp), s1Cp), s2<p) are functions as tabulated by Trevedi. 

The effect of non-ideality and interface curvature exerts the 
• ( 14) 

following condition for equilibrium across the Interface , a growing 

into e, 

X o 2 a V 

x1ar x1ao [ 1 +< za > ( a. ) ] (5) 
= x1ao- x18o rRTe1a 

where: 

v ts 
a 

the molar volume of a in a 

a is the interfacial energy 

x1Jk is the sol ubi I ity of component ' in phase j of curvature 
dlny

113 
ela Is the thermodynamic factor = 1 + dinX ... x • .,..u 

I p IP 

Here the last term accounts for nonldeality and curvature effects. 

The appropriate diffusion coefficient is the unconstrained chemical 

* * diffusion coefficient approximated by De e 1a where D Is a tracer 

coefficient. The value of the critical radius is obtained by setting 

in equation 5. 
rc 

A plot of v vs. p and 
r 

vsc p allows the choice of a unique 

k 

solution if a ·constraint is chosen. It is customary to take that radius 

of curvature that maximizes the velocity. However, in the absence of a 

firm basis for this optimization other choices may be considered equally valid. 

The affixing of numerical values to required parameters must 

be justified. The surface tension a can be estimated as that of a high 

angle grain boundary for this system since the crystallography of the 
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plate tip indicates there is no lattice matching. This also ailows the 

dropping of p term from equations 3 and 4 since there Is negligible 
0 

interface reaction compared to the driving force for dlffuslone The other 

two terms involve the lvanstov(lB) result for an lso concentrate dendrite . 

and the correction for capi llari.ty to this result. 

The supersaturation is obtained from the equilibrium phase 

diagram for the system which however is questionable at lower temperatures. 

The molar volume, Va = x180 Vla + x280 V2a , derives from the extrapolated 

mo~ar volumes v1a and v2a and involves drawing a tangent to the curve of 

V vs. X ••• The thermodynamic factor e .. is found from the slope of lny 
IJ IJ 

vsD x1. at the concentration of interest. This changes drastically with the 
.J 

order-disorder temperature. Only limited experimental data are avaJiable 

for these empirical determinations of V and e ..• 
a IJ 

III EXPERIMENTAL 

A - Preparation of.Materials 

Alloys of various compositions were made by melting 99~999% copper 

and zinc bars (supplied by Cominco~Sheridan Park-Toronto) while under a sealed 

argon atmosphere. These were then water quenched and subsequently homogenized 

and requenched for the Isothermal experiments. Small buttons were cut and if 

necessary, these were hammered to promote recrystallization during the 

precipitation experiments. 

8 ... Procedure 

The buttons were solutiontzed In the B region In air for an 



appropriate time and then quenched Into a salt _bath at the required 

temperature for the isothermal precipitation reaction. These were 

then water quenched. 

12 

The alloys were then polished and subsequently deep~etched in 

alcoholic ferric chioride(anhydrous) for up to four h~urs. 

In order to insure completely preferential etching, attempts 

were made to adjust the pH of the solution both ch~mtcal ly and electro~ 

chemically. 

Eventually lt was found that a saturated solution worked best 

If there was a high volume fraction of precipitate (say 25%>, especially 

In the case of the plates. Since needles are generally formed at the 

grain boundaries .. etching them out was less difficult., 

The precipitates were examined In a Cambridge Stereostan II 

scanning electron microscope and analysedin situ by spot X=ray 

fluorescence, and subsequently analysed with a Cameca electron microprobe; 

both for copper and zinc in order to obtain the intensity ratio. 

Growth kinetics were obtained by optically measuring the longest 

plate or rod observed on the entire sample. Attempts were also made 

·to measure tip radf1 from stereoscan micrographs • 

In the case of the 40.3 wt.% alloy, a single crystal was grown 

by directional freez1ng in order to polish close to the plane of growth 

(9) of the plates and to encourage tntergranular nucleation. This 

promoted the desired etching characteristics.as there were no grain 

boundaries to be preferentially attacked. 



IV RESULTS 

Assuming that the maximum velocity criterion holds 
w 

Hehemann and Repas results can be reasonably well predicted with 

the previously described theoretical technique. 

Again, only average values have been used for e 1a, D and a. 

The results are plotted in Figure 2. It should be noted that theoretically 

the plate and needle kinetics differ but both fall within experimental 

scatter, although not on one line as Hehemann and Repas would indicate. 

The maximum velocity criterion appears to be obeyed. Comparing 

the measured tip radii with those predicted (already done by Purdy 

( 14) 
for need ~es) ~as not poss!b~e because of the poor resoh!tion of tfte 

scanner but the technique has been proven.. However, there is agreement 

with the single measurement recorded by Hehemann and Repas who reported 

a tip radi.us of 425. ~ 475 A0 for the 42,5% Zn alloy at 250° C. The 

calculated value, derived from the critical radius ratio at the maximum 

velocity is available from the plotted outputs (Figure 14 9 15), where 

the critical radius= 71.3 A0 for needles and 35.7 A0 for plates. 

Assuming the actual morphology lies between that of a needle or 

plates, this gives a range of expected tip curvature of 370 A0
-

550 A0 respectively. 

In general optical metallography is more preferable to scanning 

electron microscopy for the determination of growth. This Is because 

good contrast does noi" occur until high magnification (2000 X) and a 

critical inclination to the electron beam 1s achieved. 
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It .has also been found that groups of closely spaced or 

inter-connected needles also form in this system as shown in the 

micrographs. In cross section, these appear to be the plates which 

0 • (8) 
co-exist at 250 C. It is possible that what Flew1tt and Towner 

refer to as evidence for plate breakdown into needles is actually a 

section of a sheave of needles. The scanning electron micrographs 

indicate the true shape of the features seen inplanar metallographic 

sections. (The photographs show the deep etched morphology of the plates) 

the few grain boundary needles at this temperature are very long, narrow 

and faceted. Note the remaining scratches; these are evidence of minimal 

attack of the a phase by the etchant. 

Electron probe microanalysis of the deep etched (and unattacked) 

plate tips reveals partitioning up to 6 wt.% which again supports a 

diffusional mechanism. 

The large matrix needles at this temperature also show the same 

partitioning at the tip. 

The etching was checked by going through focus at the plate tip 

with a maximum count at the mid-focus position. Hence the matrix was 

not interfering with the analysis. Since the matrix was only about 25% 

transformed the actual partitioning is observable. 

By positioning the plate perpendicular to opposed spectrometers, 

simultaneous countlnt1 tor both copper and :zlnc ts possible, allowina the 

calculation of an intensity ratio. There is no matrix interference. 
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because of the deep etch and the take-off angle of the probe. Hence 

no corrections for this need be made. The beam current was stable 

throughout the counting periods and the counts were standarized after 

each measure~ent. The probe output shows the repeatability. Quantitative 

analysis for copper and ztnc separately does not total up to 100%. 

This is probably due to the small volume analysed; the intensity ratios 

for Cu and Zn should give accurate chemical analysis. The X-ray spot 

fluoresence analysis was attractive being in situ. This allowed a 

micrograph to be taken of the exact position being sampled. However, the 

analysis is taken by electronically sampling every 2 ev. which thus 

giv~s a band width rather than discrete focus. The result is a somewhat 

erratic counting for Cu af!d Zf! r!~ar- their respective Ka 1 vo!tages 

(Table II A). However, the trend to partitioning was definitely there 

but did not allow a quantitative approach. 

One of the ~ost convincing arguments for zinc partition during 

plate growth stems from the similar chemical analyses obtained for needles 

and plates. If the etching technique changed the a composition appreciably, 

analysts of the needles would not yield the correct eQuilibrium compositions. 

'It is probable that Flewitt and Towner analyzed plates so small that matrix 

effects initially obscured the composition change attending plate growth. 



PART II 

Bainitic Steels 

I Introduction 

The lengthening kinetics of upper bainite in iron-carbon alloys conform 

approximately to a Zener=Hillert analysis( 2)& A major source of uncertainty lies 

in the extrapolated phase equilibria but it appears that the metastable binary 

phase boundaries govern the transformation. Thus a local equi librdum model 

appears to be appropriateo Hehemann has argued that the observable effects of 

alloying ~laments cannot be explained with a volume diffusion model. There are 

various !deas concerning the nature of the ba!n!te reactfon. These Jnclude; 

a slow growing martensite; carbide precipitation control; repeated nucleation of 

a subunit; and partitioning of c~rbon ahead of the interface under diffusion 

control. 

For diffusion-controlled growth from alloyed austenite, two alternative 

methods have been proposed for the detenmination of the interfacial carbon contentm 

Both Insist that the al ioylng element does not partition during precipitate 

growth.from highly supersaturated austenite and that the carbon activity ls 

continuous across the austenite ferrite interface. Hultgren(lg) and Hillert( 2
Q) 

introduced the concept of para-equilibrium in which the alloying element Is 

essentially an inert diluent. This concept is similar to Aaronson's no partlt~on 

equilibrium calculations(Zl) e The thermodynamic boundary condition tnvo~ves a 

16 
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... · · -~~·,_",:; -.::rh:Wgy minimum subject to the constraint that the para-equi I ibrium tie

··8 ·;ne rnust coincide with a component ray (Fig., 7)., Hence the transformation 

. ·· · •::an ta J,_(~ pI ace under pure carbon diffusion centro I and yet not be In true I oca i 

equi!lbrium; the tie-lines befng paral lei to the carbon axis (Fige 6)., 

Hehemann(Z) questions the application ot this model when comparing measured 

growth kinetics to·those calculated by Rao and Winchell( 22 ) for the para

equilibrium boundary condition; in parttcularp the addition of 10% nlckel to 

austenite gives true upper bainite at 400 °C but the measured growth rate is 

too slow. Local equilibrium solutions exist but predict vanishingly small 

rates because their system points were taken above the solubility limit of nickel 

in ferrite, in a regime where nickel should partition. 

The other approach involves an extension of the local equilibrium model 

·to ternary systems in which the two solutes diffuse at much different rates 

(substitutional and interstitial). This requires the presence of anal loying 

element 'spike' at the phase bound~ry which controls the carbon acltivty ot the 

Interface. The result is an envelope of no-partition within which the carbon 

activity will be higher at the interface than in the interior of they grain 
(23) 

during initial stages of transformation. This activity gradient supplies the 

driving force for carbon diffusion (Fig. 8, 9). 

Assuming that this alloy spike has some penetration Into the parent 

phase, Hlllert( 24 ) suggested that with increased Interface velocity (i.e. higher 

supersaturation) the spike must retreat into the interface (Fig. 10). HoweverD 

as long as the product phase 1s tn equilibrium with the enriched boundary, 

the local equilibrium model remains a valid description with the effective 

lnterfac1al carbon concentration being adjusted by the thermodynamic interaction 

with the "spike". This interaction is measured by the Wagner parameter, e:12 .. 
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: ... ~ 

Hence the a II oy i ng e I em·.:<:/./ .. effect becomes an fmpur ity. drag effect, but one 
·: 

which is calculab~e on this hypothesis from knowledge of the ternary phase field. 

llb Theory 

The para-equilibrium phase boundaries for the iron-rich region of the 

Fe-C-Ni phase fieid at·400° C have been theoretical tv determined from_thermodynamic 

calculations for a range of temperatures and composition including extrapolation 

(22) to low temperatures • 

Since the binary limits of the Fe-Ni and Fe-C systems are available 

at these temperatures the slope of_ the limiting phase boundaries of the ternary 

isotherm can be calculated at the solubility limits after the method of Purdy 

(see Append:x I) from the known binary partition coefficients K. 
i 

action parameters E •• 
IJ 

I . e. : 

a ac2 c 1:o - [ 
ac

1 

and 

1 

1 

- KJ a 
1 + £12 c~ J 1 [1 + £~2 c~ J --
K2 

----' ..I..L
CIIU I II~ 

! - -1~- --
IIIItH-

Because the phase field is wide the partition coefficients are the 

governing terms and hence the phase boundary is linear (in the case of dilute a). 

From this the chemical potential difference of carbon associated with the para-
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equilibrium and local equilibrium phase boundaries for the a can be used 

·to predict the shift of the para-equilibrium phase boundary relative to the 

no partition line and is given by: (see diagramt Fig. 12) 

Local equilibrium at the interface requires equality of chemical potentials 

across it p- para~equilibrium 

N - no partition 

Then 

In general the partial molar free energy can be written as: 

M P ~ M 0 + RT In y P C P 
1a 1a 1a 1a 

Applying the Wagner expansion gives 

Then · 

Slmi larly M N = M 0 + RT In N C N 
1a 1a · yltt 1a 

and 

then 

= 



c p 
1a Therefore In~ 
la 

. N Thus c1a can be solved. 

here: £fj =the Wagner interaction coefficients 

Mjl =the chemical potentials 

yij -the activity coefficients 

Ctj - the concentrations 
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This then alleviates the need to calculate the carbon-rich true 

.equilibrium phase boundary for they phase and then follow an isoactivity 

line for carbon as is generally prescribed. This actually involves the extension 

of the carbon isoactivity line for the austenite phase into the two phase region 

until it intersects the immobile solute isocomposition line. This point then 

gives the effective carbon concentration for the transformation. In the 

limiting case, and under i~eal conditions, the isoactivity line would be 

parallel to the nickel axis. 

From this theoretical phase diagram the carbon supersaturation can be 

obtained and hence the growth rate can be calculated by the same means as 

previously described (since the carbon supersaturation supplies the driving 

force). 

II.a Calculations of the Fe-C-X Isotherm. 

The best extrapolated values for the slope of the a binary limits 

are obtained from Aaronson et a1( 4) which also gives the required partition 
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coefficients. The para-equilibrium phase boundaries have been calculated 

by Rao et ar' 22 >. However, from the literature there is some range for the 

. 0 (28) choice of the extrapolated Fe-C austenitic phase f1eld at 400 C • Hence 

the para-values are used (as the two solutions coincide at the boundary limit) 

Thus the no-partition line can be calculated from the previously described 

mathematical technique \"'ithout the use of the "rich" y phase boundary. An 

expanded scale was used in the a region to find the concentration parameters· 

required in the calculations. 

Il.b Kinetic Calculations 

Again Trevedi's solution was app;lied to the system assuming that the 

driving force is ~pplied by effective carbon supersaturation. Calculations 

are made on the computer (C.D.C. 6400) both with local equilibrium no partition 

and para-equilibrium applying at the tip using the tie-lines of the theoretically 

constructed phase diagram. The weighted average diffusion coefficient of carbon 

In the matrix was calculated following the method of Trevedi and Pound( 2S), 

and is of the form 

D 
d c 

(26) Here the diffusivity, D, is a function of concentration as given by Cohen et al 

involving the multiplication of concentration dependent exponential functions. 

A technique was also worked out to find the interaction parameter e
16

: 
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a In r 16 e . = 1 + 
< 1 t3 a In c

18 

the Wagner expansion of In yl gives 

= 0 
In Y1 + e:11 C1 +e:12 C2 

constant lconstant for no partitio~ 

differentiating 

a In r 1 £11 ac 1 = = £11 c, 
a In c, a In c 1 

co 

then elB :: + c1B £11 
i 
L Bulk concentration 

III Experimental 

The alloys were prepared from electrolytic iron and nickel (99.9%> 

melted and remelted in a non-consumable tungsten electrode a~c furnace under 

an argon atmosphere. These were then homogenized as specified by calculation 

. (27) using the method of Purdy and K1rkaldy , and then quenched to martensite 

or martensite plus austenite. Thin sections were re-austentized in air and 

0 quenched into a salt bath at 400 C for the required growth (nucleation time 

must also be accounted for) and then water quenched. The heat treatment time 

and temperature were carefully chosen to allow 100% re-austenltizlng, maximum 
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grain growth after recrystallizing and minimum oxidation and decarburlzlng. 

The specimens were dropped directly into a salt bath beneath the furnace. 

Knoop hardness tests ensured that martensite or retained austenite was obta.ined 

on the-final water quench.· Specimens were polished and etched in ptcral to 

reveal the bainite rods. The growth kinetics were measured .using the longest 

visible rod technique with optical metallography. 

IV Results 

The calculated ternary isotherm is shown in Fig. 11. Using the carbon 

supersaturation from the no partit.ion local equilibrium model,satisfactory 

kinetics can be generated for intermediate supersaturations. As the 1 phase 1 

houndary .J~ npprot=:tched "the v~locity should approach ZP:ro it lnr:al ArpJi 1 ihrium i~ 

maintained by the system. Since it does not~ this implies that the impurity 

drag model which departs from the local equilibrium mode, at this point is 

appropriate. 

In alI cases the growth rate was too slow for para-equilibrium to apply. 

However, the difference was a constant factor throughout the range of super

saturation. All of the present results were within a factor of the para-equilibrium 

calculation. However, at higher nickel contents, para-equilibrium fai Is 

conclusively. 



DISCUSSION 

The ideal solution model for the diffusion-controlled growth of 

plates or needles is inadequate to describe non-ideal (i.e. non-dilute) 

binary behaviour. A thermodynamic factor must be Included tn the effective 

diffusivity and critical radius. The thermodynamic factor (1 + a In Y> a Inc 

enters the growth rate as a squared term, and since this factor can become 

large (~20) in systems tending to order, it can effect calculated growth 

rates by 2 or 3 orders of magnitude. Trevedi's solution of the diffusion 

equation for a non-isoconcentrate parabaloid of revolution incorporates a 

capillarity term which can accommodate non-ideal thermodynamic behaviour. 

is governed by the diffusional behaviour of the interstitial component, the 

kinetics can be treated as binary. Thermodynamic interaction can also be 

included into this model. 

. (29) Kinsmen, Aaronson and Laird, in their excellent rev1ew. generally 

discounted a martensitic motion in the formation of a plates form a brass, 
l 

but were unable to account for the high rates. The microprobe and kinetics 

results of this investigation support their viewpoint, and show how a simple 

diffusional growth model can rationalize previously unexplained behaviour. 

The chemical analysis of the isolaied plate tip shows immediate partitioning 

of the zinc. 

The massive transformation in this system occurs as a well-aligned 

faceted sheave. of needles which in cross-section resembles the plate cross-

24 
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section and has the same analyslsc However, the faceting is much coarser 

(30) 
than that of the plates. Other workers may have presented micrographs 

of this faceting as indicating morphological breakdown and have then Intimated 

that the plates grow in accordance wtth calculated needle kinetics. Hence 

Hehemann and Repas' observations can be supported by noting that the plate has 

a very fine substructure and a definite diffusional lengthening kinetics of 

its own. Once breakdown occurs, the sideways growth rate is probably need-like Vn 

character. A surface grown plate or needle does not reveal the true nature of 

ani nternal ly constrained species (iee. one grown in bulk material) 

· With higher resolution, the deep~etchlng technique should reveal the 

tip curvature as wei I as any faceting which the plates may assume. This 

could then lead to a crystallographic explanation for the nature of the needle-

to-plate transit1qn., The plates, bei-ng intragranular, possibly have a more 

rigidly control led orientation relationsip and morphology. 

It appears that the alloy bainite growth kinetics are diffusional ly 

control led under the assumption of a modified local equilibrium criterion& 

At most supersaturations the no-partition local equilibrium model is weil-obeyed 

but not at the "phase" boundary (i.e. the envelope of zero partition) .. 

The concept of solute drag bears consideration here in that It may 

be involved in the true equilibrium and become effective at higher carbon 

content i.e. lower supersaturation. In this system there ts a positive Interaction 

between the solutes which thermodynamically increases the effective carbon 

concentration and hence the driving force and Velocity. 

The tree energy required for a transformation is used to overcome 

curvature effects, interfacial friction and diffusion and is supplied by the 



chemical potential change (supersaturation) for the reactlone If the 

diffusivity and interactivitt of the substitutional element in the 
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Fe-C-X system affects the driving force for the reaction, the existence of 

a boundary "phase" (viz: grain boundary) can be used to explain the observed 

velocity of the reaction., The a I laying element need· not par.tition in this 

case but rather ~iles up ahead of the Interface inside the boundary region. 

·This situation then also controls the carbon activity at the interfacee 

At this point this model and the local equilibrium no-partition model are 

the same., 

If the kinetic factors connected with the transport of carbon are 

rapid eno~gh in comparison with the rate of diffusion of the alloying element, 

the grov1th rate may be so h i_gh that the th! c kness of th~ pi I~ up mrty on I y 

exist mathematically (even though the boundary region sti II exists physically).· 

Here a deviation from local equilibrium begins to develop as the free energy 

loss decreases and goes to zero. The effect·of the alloying element wil I now 

be quite smal I. Thus the realm of para-equilibrium would be entered. 

As the carbon supersaturation decreases along an isoconcentration 

line of the alloying element the growth rate wil I slow down. Hence the 

concentration profile of the alloy spike wi I I widen inside the boundary area 

and eventua I I y become step I i ke. Loca I equ I I i br i urn can be maintained on the « 

side of the boundary because the diffusivity of nickel in the boundary is much 

faster than in austenite. It follows that the penetration of the nrckel profile 

into the surrounding matrix wil I be quite small. There may also be a gradient 

within the boundary phase depending on the velocity. The carbon concentration 

profile wil I be controlled by that of the alloying element through chemical 
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interaction. Hence local equi I lbrium can be maintained at the a Interface 

while carbon is rejected into the surrounding austenite down the boundary 

gradient. This constitutesadeviation from the local equilibrium no-partition 

model. As the phase boundary (envelope of zero partition) is approached>the 

boundary phase becomes rate control ling and may force the carbon to maintain 

a concentration spike through it even though the theoretical supersaturation 

has gone to zero under the forementioned condition. Henc~ the growth could 

stilI continue at an appreciable rate without partitioning of the nickel. Higher 

carbon content experiments should reveal a continuous decrease in the velocity 

and eventual entrance into true equilibrium in which the ternary tie-lines are 

obeyed both for nickel and carbon. At this time the velocity wil I virtually 

go to zero at the temperature of interest. 

The postulation of maximum velocity is not the only possible one. 

Other criteria include maximum transformed volume and maximum or minimum entropy 

production .rate. However, within the experimental technique, the assumotion does 

seem to lead to a predictable result. 



SUMMARY 

The growth rates of the precipitation of alpha needles and 

plates from supersaturated beta brass have been examined. A refined 

Zener-Hil lert dlffusion control led model was.used to analyse thts and 

included corrections for the non-d~lute systemG The application of a 

maximum velocity condition allowed the prediction of the rate of transformation 

over the whole range of temperature and composition. The morphology and 

chemistry of the plates was clarifiedand Indicated that the growing tip 

was a true diffusional product. 

The kinetics of y ~a upper bainite growing in the Fe-C-Ni system 

were analysed. This required the construction of the applicable ternary 

phase field dependent on the choice of a suitable model. Both the 

paraequilibrium and local equilibrium no partition approache~ were taken 

using a similar technique as that found suitable for the brasses. The 

compositions chosen' resulted in a growth rate which was too fast for the 

diffusion of nickel .to occur under ch·Emical equilibrium constraintse Although 

the local equilibrium no-partition model applies over intermediate super

saturations, it is hypothesized that a solute drag model is required outside 

the envelope of zero partition (both concepts are interchangeable 

inside this envelope). 

The results however, were considered .consistent with the possible 

effects of alloying elements on a diffusionally regulated bainttic trans

formation in low carbon steels. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

(1) The growth of a plates and rods in B-brass is well described by 

a local equilibrium model with corrections for non-ideal thermodynamic 

behavlour. This is also supported by microprobe analysis of the extracted 

plate tip which shows immediate partitioning of the zinc. 

(2) The deep etching technique should also reveal crystallographic 

Information on the needle-to-plate transition as weti as permit_ the measure-

ment of tip radii. 

(3) Alloy bainite lengthening rates are also consistent with the local 

equilibrium ~odel but the concept of impurity drag .Is required to understand 

me~sured ~ates fer high nickel content ~~1oys.Ho~ever, +he measur!ng t~ch~!qu~ 

must be refined and more experiments should be done if the paraequi llbrium 

boundary condition is to be firmly discredited for this composition range 

and temperature. 
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APPENDIX 

"From Purdy(3B) the expression for the slope of the a phase boundary 

at the binary limits is of the form: 

1 
dC 1 1 a C2a 1 -i< 

[-· + a ( 2)] £11 +c - = ac C a · l2 c a. 
1 1 

2 1 1 -~ 
1 1 C a -i< 1 a a 2 2 + _1 ( - K2)] 

- [£12 + £22 c1a 1 C a 1 
1 

-~ 1 -~ 

a multiply through by c1 and let cl ~ 0 

ac 1 1 - K2 then ~ 
,.. Ct ,.. 

[1 .... c Cl ] = - rc r.--
-1£ l -~£2. -z ac

2 -
Kl 

divide through by 1 
-~ 

1 
-K 

then 
ac

1 [ 1 a a 
+ e:12 c2 ] a a. 

- e:22 cz + 
ac

2 

or 

1 
- K2 

1 
1- i< 

[ 1 
1 1 

- K2 

= 

a for c2 ~ 0 a simiJar manipulation gives 
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- K2 - K2 
+ J 

I l - -
Kl Kl 
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For- the case of Fe-C-Ni, 

ac2 
ac

2 
ac

1 
:§ ac

1 
c

2 
+ o cl -> 0 

a a 

As the distribution coefficients are the major factors CK
1

, K
2

>. 

Hence the a phase boundary is approximately lineare 
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TABLE I (a) 

ACTIVITY DATA FOR Fe-C-Ni SYSTEM 

Parameter Value Source 

Ella 5.0 Smith 1946 

£22a 5.0 assumed idea I 

E12a 4.9 Smith 1948 

ella 8.9 Smith 1946 

1 /K
1 

200 ~ Rao et al 

1/K2 6 

eta~. . 7.2 X 1{)4 
o( · I fldf"IIJ • I 

c2a ~ lmits .056 L. 
aaa 750 ergs/em 2 

Estimated( disordered) 

V a 3 
7 em /mol. Molar Vol. of Iron 

-
0 y K. Re C .. 

c 

I Cb> 

ACTIVITY DATA FOR Cu-Zn SYSTEM 

e1a 13 Hu It gre n et. a I 

a 500 ergs/em 2 Estimated from a G.B. 

Va 3 7. 7 5 em I mo I • Pearson 

D * B Kuper et. al. 



I REFERENCE 

II NEEDLE 

III MATRIX 

TABLE I I 

SUMMARY OF MICROPROBE ANALYSIS 

Cu 40o3 wt.% Zn (250° C) 

Cu 

Counts 

2J791 

23627 

2J598 

23669 

15877 

14721 

14746 

15115 

13770 

13195 

13784 

13920 

13907 

139J2 

13571 

12809 

12880 

13939 

13580 

Zn 

Counts 

7116 

7087 

7122 

7108 

1789 

1784 

1833 

1802 

2640 

2647 

1462 

2467 

2449 

2J43 

2543 

2526 

2558 

2583 

2522 
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AVERAGE 

AVERAGE 

AVERAGE 



IV PLATE 15353 

15062 

15127 

15509 

15622 

15846 

14149 

14073 

14844 

14842 

15040 

BASED On % Cu or % Zn x 23669 
7108 

2243 

2243" 

2092 

2189 

2079 

2005 

2084 

1965 

1971 

2006 

2086 

INTENSITY RATIOS ANALYSIS: 

2. 4 : 1 NEEDLE 

1 o 62: 1 MA TR I X 

2. 16: 1 PLATE 

Cu Zn 

71 2~ 

62 38 

68 32 

37 

AVERAGE 
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TABLE. II - A 

IN SITU X-RAY FLUORESCENCE SPOT ANALYSIS 

FROM SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPE. 

fii\ATR I X 

PLA.TE 

Counts Cu 

945 

928 

926 

765 

909 

847 

Counts Zn 

356 

366 

251 

350 

471 

452 

38 
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60 MATRIX PLATE 

MICROPROBE ANALYSIS OF ISOLATED a PLATE ll 250 °C. 



Figure V •· 
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1.5 

Figure IV. Temperature-composition regions in which the 
ferrite, cementite, pearlite~ and bainite reactions 
are dominant in plain-carbon steels. 
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Plene tangent to the austenite free energy surface at m. 
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Figure VII. Schematic free enerqy surfaces for ferrite and austenite 
illustrating the paraequilibrium conditions. 
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Figure IX. Representation of the difference between the effect of manganese 
and nickel throuqh thermodynamic interaction on the fonnation of 
ferrite from supercooled austenite assuming local equilibrium. 
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Figure XII. Schematic t"eprescntation of iron-rich corner of 
Fe-C-Ni isotherm @ 4000 C. 
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Figure XIII. Comparison of calculated local equilibrium no partition 
and paraequilibrium growth rates with experimental values. 
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I 1. a plate plane view. I 2. Same plate view of s'de\'lays growth. 

· ~---plane view. 

I 5. Tip of thin a I 6. Tip of thin a plates 3 fac 



I 7. Group of coarsely faceted a 
prec1 pi ta tes • 

I 9. Orientation relationship of 
a precipitates. 

I 11 . Closeup of tip from 
same sheave. 
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I 8. Closeup of same p ecipitates. 

eedles. 

I 
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f 13, Face of a plate showing midr"b, I 14. Opposite face of similar a plate. 

I 15. General group of a precipitates I 16. Group of a plates, 
including grain boundary. 

I 17. Group of a plates. 
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J I Fe - .8% C 2% Ni 

J II Fe - .2% C 2% Ni 
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J III Fe - 1% C 5% Ni 

J IV Fe - 1% C 4% Ni 
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J V Fe - .2% C 4% Ni 

J Vi Fe - .8% C 4% Ni 
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Figure XIV. Vel ocity (em/sec) vs peclet number for plates at 250° C, Cu 42.5% Zn. 
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Figure XV-. Critical radius ratio vs peclet number for plates at 250° C, Cu 42.5% Zn. 
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